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Fro m th e E dit o r’s Des k

Let us Talk...

We are thankful to the response given to the first issue by the members of the SVKM Parivar.

We have duly noted down the feedback and tried our best to improvise in the second issue. Like

the first, the second one will also focus on –
- What was SVKM
- What is SVKM

- What will SVKM be
However, this issue will be more focused on our schools. While most of our sections are consis-

tent with the previous house journal, new sections such as ‘Schools of SVKM’, ‘More on Schools’

and ‘Big Hitters’ have also been introduced. The story of SVKM’s past continues through sec-

tions such as ‘Past Presidents of SVKM’ and ‘Down the Memory Lane.’

The editorial team has worked hard to present the very best before you. We hope that you will
like it. We shall be duly considerate of the response given by you and will look forward to im-

plementing the same.

We are still working on the Guajarati section and look forward to presenting it to you in the

next issue. We will ensure that the dialogue between the members of SVKM Parivar through the

house journal continues for a long time to come. We shall strive to improvise each issue and

bring forth the best before you.

1
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Schools of SVKM

Upbringing the Children with Love and Compassion

Innocent was the mind,

Unknown was the ground,

Like bees they moved,

Carelessly they grooved.

Running around,

In the school ground,

No worries of tomorrow,

The heart didn’t know sorrow.

Little stars of the universe,

Yet to create their own verse,

Little hands and tiny toes,

Yet to have their own woes.

A world of their very own,

Everything else unknown,

The sun rays shining bright,

Wings preparing for flight.

CNM School Building

The Past, Present and Future of Our Schools

The Schools of SVKM are as follows –
•

•

Smt. Gokalibai Punamchand Pitamber High School & Acharya A.V. Patel Jr. College

Chatrabhuj Narsee Memorial School & ND. Parekh Pre-Primary School

•

Shri J.V.Parekh International School

•

Mukeshbhai R. Patel Military School – Shirpur

•

•

•

•

Shri. Manilal Vadilal Nanavati Prathamik Shala
Shri. Dhirajlal Vrajlal Parekh Shishu Vihar
Mukesh R. Patel CBSE School – Shirpur
SVKM International – Dhule

While the aforementioned schools are running successfully, new schools of IB and IGCSE board

are to be built in the Goklibai complex. Since the establishment of Goklibai in 1934, the importance of school education has retained a key place in the eyes of the mandal. Hence, CNMS and
2
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Old Building of Goklibai School

JV Parekh were set up a few years after Goklibai and have gone on to set firm footprints in the

education industry. Today, a lot is being done to promote school education in rural areas. MRP

Military School and MRP CBSE School of Shirpur and the newly set school of SVKM Internation

Dhule are just the beginning of the era. A school is already also being planned at Nashik in-keeping

with the concept of developing educational institutions on the Mumbai-Shirpur Route. In the com-

ing

years,

SVKM

hopes

to

do

more

towards

education

at

Artist’s Impression of Mukesh R Patel Military School
3

the

primary

level.
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More on Schools...

JV Parekh Qualiﬁes for World Robot Olympiad
National Event

Students at Work at the Qualifying Competition

The Robotics team of JV Parekh has qualiﬁed for the World Robot Olympiad National Event to be held in

Kolkata. Very few teams from Mumbai reached the National Level. The robotic trainers at school have indeed

been doing a ﬁne job. JV Parekh is proud of the students and the teachers.

CNMS Successfully Hosted the All India Frank
Anthony Public Debate

The Debate in Progress

Frank Anthony was the founder of the Council for Indian Senior Secondary Education (CISCE) which

operates the ICSE board of Education in India. The CISCE body holds an All-India-English-Inter-

School Debate in his honour every year. The event sees thousands of schools from across the coun-

try participating in the debate. This year the Zonal Round of the All India Debate was hosted by

CNMS. They did a wonderful job of making the event a success.
4
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Students of CBSE Shirpur Celebrate Independence
Day with Mrs Jayshree Amrish Patel

Mrs Jayshree Amrish Patel along with the Prefects of MRPS

Students of MRPS celebrated Independence Day with Mrs Jayshree Amrish Patel. The celebration took place
with a lot of joy, splendour and a feeling of patriotism.

Mrs Jayshree Amrish Patel Wins Shirpur Muncipal
Elections by 19251 Votes

Mrs Jayshree Amrish Patel won the Muncipal Elections recently held at Shirpur. The INC has been

winning the Shirpur Elections since the last 32

years and Mrs Jayshree Patel has kept that tradition alive. She won the congress 21 seats out of

32. Additionally, our joint president Mr Bhupesh

Patel and committee member Mr Tapan Patel have

also been elected as councillors of Shirpur Munci-

pal Corporation. It is a tradition of the Patel family to keep winning the Shirpur elections. Before

Mrs Jayshree Amrish Patel, Mr Amrish Patel and

Mr Bhupesh Patel had been the Nagar Adhyaksha

of Shirpur. SVKM heartily congratulates Mrs

Mrs Jayshree Amrish Patel (in red saree)

Jayshree Amrish Patel, Joint President Mr Bhupesh
Patel and committee member Mr Tapan Patel.
5
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Brought to your Notice

PGCL Students To Represent India In Harvard Asia
Conference 2016

Aditya Manubarwala and Shardool Kulkarni,

studying law at the Pravin Gandhi College of Law,
Mumbai University have been selected as

Delegates to represent India at the Harvard Asia

Conference held in Hong Kong from 19th to 23rd

August, 2016. The conference is held in an effort
to build better relationships between Asia and
its International counterparts. SVKM and PGCL

are proud to have students such as Aditya
Aditya Manubarwala and Shardool Kulkarni

Manubarwala and Shardool Kulkarni

NMIMS to Host Chancellor’s Challenge from
November to March

Banner of the Chancellor’s Challenge

The Chancellor’s Challenge is a unique opportunity provided by the chancellor of NMIMS, Mr.
Amrish Patel.

How does it work?

• November 2016: Launch, interactive sessions, guest lectures, mixers

• December 2016: Registration, submission of business plans, more guest lectures, mixers
• January 2017: Screening, shortlisting 100 proposals, assigning mentors to teams

• February 2017: submission of detailed business plan, shortlisting of top 20 teams for final
round.

6
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SVKM’s Students Contribute to Swacha Bharat
Abhiyan

Not only did students of various institutions of

SVKM such as JV Parekh, NM, UPGC, DJSCE etc.

come together for a beach clean-up drive a day

after the immersion of Ganesha but also have

adopted numerous railway stations across Mumbai.
Mithibai and NMIMS have adopted Vile Parle Staion

and their efforts of beautifying the premises are

clearly visible. UPGC led a cleanliness drive at Ban-

Students of Mithibai Painting the Staircase at
Mahim Station

dra whereas Mithibai has successfully adopted and

attempted to clean and beautify Mahim as well as

Andheri stations.

SVKM Shines at Malhar

Malhar is the second largest inter-collegiate

youth festival in Asia, hosted annually by the stu-

dents of St. Xavier's College, Mumbai, India. Malhar began in 1979. The festival includes events
cultural contests in literary, performing arts and

fine arts categories, along with a number of

workshops on different themes. The year 2016

was SVKM’s year as Mithibai grabbed the
Students of NM College with Malhar Trophy

winner’s trophy and NM was the first runner up!

The colleges beat the likes of HR, KC and even

St. Xavier’s on its own home ground! Mithibai

walked away with 11 trophies in competitions

such as Justice Logh, Artsy Bouteille, Ad-renaline Rush etc. and NM walked away with 9

trophies in competitions like Hocus Folk-us,
Crossfire, Field Domination, For Better or For

Words etc. SVKM is proud that both the presti-

gious colleges of the trust have fared so well in

the most well-known inter-collegiate fest.

Students of Mithibai College with Malhar Trophy

7
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New Courses and Centres

School of Hospitality
Management

SOL Opened 4 New
Centres

A Representative Picture of Hospitality Management

MOOC Court at SOL

The proposal to launch School of Hospitality Man- School of Law has opened 4 new centres this

agement was approved by the Managing Commit-

tee on 28th May, 2016. The school shall begin with

year. They are –

• Centre for Corporate Laws

a 5 year integrated Master’s Program in Hospital- • Centre for environment – learning & advo-

ity Management from the next Academic Year on- cacy

wards. So far, the Dean has been appointed and

work is on in full swing in order to make the

school functional.

SPTM Began with 3 New
Courses in July

Representative Picture of Pharmacy

• Interdisciplinary research centre for law

and humanities

• Legal Aid Clinic

SBM Began with the
MBA Law Program
Representative Picture of Law

SPTM has started the following courses this year –

As mentioned in the previous issue, SBM has

• M.Pharm. / M.Pharm. + MBA

its ﬁrst batch of students. It has been running a

launched the MBA Law program and begun with

• M.Phram. / M.Pharm. + MBA (Industrial Pharmacy)

successful innings so far. Excellent results are ex-

(Pharmaceutical Technology)

pected at the end of the ﬁrst trimester owing to

• Industry sponsored Ph.D.

the eﬀort that has been put in.
8
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Guests at SVKM

Amitabh Bachchan at Umang

Amitabh Bachchan visited NM College during its Umang Fest in order to promote his then

upcoming movie ‘Pink.’ He was received with great pomp and pleasure by the volunteers of the

fest. The students had a great time interacting with him. Thanks to his presence, the atmosphere

was that of excitement and cheer.

Jaya Bachchan Visits Umang

Jaya Bachahn visited Umang on 14th August, 2016. She was interviewed by Bhawana Somaaya wherein, in
a candid moment, she expressed her deep displeasure at being continuously photographed. She, however
had a long chat and also interacted with the students present there for the tete-a-tete.
9
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Amish Tripati, Author of Immortals of Meluha
Interacted with Students of SBM

Amish Tripati, author of the bestseller

series titled ‘The Immortals of Meluha’

and of the novel ‘The Scion of Ikshvaku’

interacted with the students of NMIMS

School of Business Management. The
talk was on ‘Education in Ancient India’

which the students found to be quite

insightful and experiential. A lot of stu-

dents got their books signed by him and

the author was more than happy to do

so. He also spent time with the Dean,
Dr Debashish Sanyal before leaving the
campus.

Radhakrishna Pillai, Author of Corporate Chanakya
Conducted a Workshop at Mithibai College

Dr. Rajpal Hande inaugurated the Leadership Development Workshop conducted by the University of Mumbai
wherein Dr Radhakrishna Pillai was the

guest of honor. Dr. Pillai who is also the

author of several books on leadership

viz. Corporate Chanakya, Chanakya 7

Secrets of Leadership and Chanakya in

You, spoke of practical leadership skills.

Through the character of Kautilya and

his renowned book "Arthshastra" he
elaborated many concepts and their
applications in real life situations.

10
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Actor Tom Alter Spends an Afternoon at School of
Liberal Arts

The students of SOLA had called upon Tom Alter to give an insight into the ‘Partition of India.’ He

shared some stories of his childhood with students which provided them with some information

about the life of people during that period. He played an episode from his show,
‘Ik Fursat-e-gunaah’ that means, we have one opportunity to commit a mistake; our life is short

and it is the only time we can use to explore. The students gained a lot of knowledge and insight

from this interaction.

Gujarati Playwright and Theatre Actress Sneha
Desai Celebrates Gujarati Diwas at CNMS

Gujarati theatre actress and playwright,

Ms. Sneha Desai was the guest of honour at the Gujarati Diwas Celebrations

at CNMS. She has written plays such as

Ek Vanki Chuki Love Story, Ardhasatya
etc. and has also acted in countless

plays. Latest, she has written and acted

in Code Mantra which is still running

successfully.

11
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They Did us Proud!

Honorable Guest Pujya Morari Bapu was Received
by Our Joint President Mr Bhupesh Patel

Joint President Shri Bhupesh Patel (right) Receiving Pujya Moraribapu

Harindra Dave Memorial Trust honours a journalist and a poet every year. SVKM has joined hands

with the trust this year. The award ceremony was held at Santokba Sadan on 27th September ’16.

Hiren Mehta of HMMRA Declared Journalist of the
Year

The honourable guest of the event

Pujya Moraribapu was received

warmly by our Joint President Mr

Bhupesh Patel. Sri Hiren Mehta, as-

sociated with HMMRA (Harkisan
Mehta Institute of Media, Research

and Analysis) was awarded as the
‘Journalist of the Year 2015’. The

award

was

given

by

Pujya

Moraribapu himself. It is one of the
Pujya Moraribapu Awarding Shri Hiren Mehta

proudest moments for SVKM.

12
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Students of SBM Received the Economic Times
Young Leader’s Award

The Economic Times Young Leaders Programme

is a platform for recognising and rewarding

India's most promising young managers in the

age group of 26 to 32 years. Sahil Kukreja, Amogh

Sathye, Tushar Sharma and Twiga Dua of NMIMS

School of Business Management have received

this year’s ET Young Leader’s Award. 12000 stu-

dents from across B Schools participated for this
coveted award. Eight students of SBM made it to
the ﬁnals. Out of which, four received the award
and a PPI for Aditya Birla Leadership Program.

Recipients of the ET Young Leader’s Award. from L to R: Sahil
Kukreja, Twiga Dua, Tushar Sharma and Amogh Sathaye

Students of Mithibai Create History at IPTA

Winners of IPTA with the Trophy

The Indian People’s Theatre Association (IPTA) organises inter-college drama festival every year. This year

Mithibai College was one of the top 6 qualiﬁers from Mumbai. Their play Kharr Kharr set in the pre-independence era, directed by Amartya Goradia,won an award for the ‘Best Play’. Mithibai’s Dharmaj Joshi and Mati

Rajput won the Best Actor and Best Actress trophies respectively while Amartya Goradia won the award for
the Best Director and the Best Script. Mithibai is very proud of its students.
13
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Partha Mehta of IIS Excels
Professor Dattatrey
at Kingston
Sawant Wins Accolades

Partha Mehta Receiving his Award

Partha Mehta, enrolled in the SVKM-KU BBA

Prof Dattatrey Sawant Receiving his Award

In honour and appreciation of his contribution

(Hons) degree programme received The Kingston

towards bridging Industry - Academia gap,

rector’s Prize. The awards are for complete par-

a Special Award by International Society of

Gold Award, The Dean’s Prize and The Course Di-

Prof. Dattatrey Sawant of MPSTME was given

ticipation, all round contribution and best

Automation, Asia Pacific, District 14 Commit-

Roopsha Deb, CNMS

Shreya Khetan, CNMS

performance in the course respectively.

Roopsha Deb - Writing
Star at CNMS

tee, 2016.

Shreya Khetan Wins
Silver at Ganit Pradnya

Roopsha Deb’s Essay was selected to be published in

Ganit Pradnya is a State Level Competitive

All India Albert Barrow Creative Writing Competition is

Ganit Adhyapak Mahamandal whose aim is to

the ‘All India Albert Barrow Creative Writing Book.’ The

Mathematics Exam organised by Maharashta

an initiative by the CISCE (Council for the Indian School

promote Mathermatics at the grass root level

express themselves through the written word.

ver Medal in this Ganit Pradnya exam.

Certiﬁcate Examinations) to give students a platform to

14

itself. Shreya Khetan from CNMS has won a Sil-
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UPGCM’s Anjali Varindani Stands First in the
University with a Whopping 90.2 %
Ms Anjali Varindani,

The pride of SVKM’s Usha

Pravin Gandhi college of Management scored 90.2
per cent (632/700) in the final year B.M.S and

topped the University of Mumbai. Her teachers

couldn’t be more proud of her achievements!

Anjali is a born leader and has constantly been the
college topper for all the six semesters. She wants

to pursue MBA down the line and has already

started

preparing

for

the

entrance

exam

scheduled in June. We are proud to have such a

gem of a student amongst us. SVKM family

congratulates and wishes her all the best for her

Anjali Varindani

future.

Volleyball Team of Mukesh R Patel Military School
Wins Silver at State Level

Volleyball Team of MRP Military School

The Volleyball team of Mukesh R Patel Military School won a Silver Medal at the Student Olympics Tournament

held at Osmanabad. The team was more than delighted to be declared winners.
15
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Conquests

NMIMS gets FICCI’s “University of the Year” and
“Excellence in Employability” Awards

Dr Rajan Saxena (in black) and Others with the Award

NMIMS received the Award of the `University of the Year’ in the category of 10 to 30 years old

universities and also Jury’s appreciation for ‘Excellence in Employability’ of our Graduates at the

Third FICCI Higher Education Excellence Awards 2016. The award was given by Dr. Arvind Pana-

gariya, Vice Chairman of Niti Aayog of India. Dr. Rajan Saxena, Vice Chancellor of NMIMS said that

the award is for the entire team of NMIMS which has worked tirelessly to gain recognition at both,
national and international levels.

JV Parekh Wins 3rd Prize at Grand Jury Awards

JV Parekh was rated and ranked as

India’s No. 3, over 525 nominated

schools across India in 10 categories of
21st century education excellence and

awarded India’s New Technologies
User in the Education World Grand

Jury Awards 2016. The felicitation recognized our extraordinary efforts in introducing innovative 21st century
practices
system.

Dr Swaminathan Receiving the Award

16
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education
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Mithibai College is Now ‘A’ Grade

Mithibai Education Complex

Mithibai College was awarded a Reaccreditation of "A" grade with a CGPA score of 3.57 by the

National Assessment and Accreditation Council. This is the highest score amongst the

non-autonomous, co-education, three faculty colleges. Owing to the ‘A’ grade, Mithibai has also

been the most preferred college among FYJC students this year. Very few colleges in the city hold

this honour and Mithibai is proud to be one of them.

CNMS among Top 10 Schools in a Hindustan Times
Survey

In a recently conducted survey by Hindustan

times, CNM School ranked among the best of

the best in the West Zone of Mumbai. The

school found a place amongst the likes of

Jamnabai Narsee, Bombay Scottish, Dhirubai

Ambani etc. The school couldn’t be more

proud of its achievement. After all, the

school has made its imprints upon the
education industry after years of hard-work.

It is definitely a moment of celebration for
both, CNMS as well as SVKM.

The Report from HT that Ranks CNMS in the Top 10

17
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School of Commerce Ranks 5th in the Times B School
Survey

Results of the Times B School Survey

NMIMS ASMSOC participated in the ‘All India BBA Institutes Ranking’ survey conducted by Times of India.

ASMSOC ranked 5th as per their survey. It was indeed an honour to rank 5th among all the BBA institutes in

India. Moreover, the 4 institutes preceding NMIMS School of Commerce aren’t from Mumbai making it the

top ranking institute from Mumbai in the survey.

A Class in Progress at School of Commerce

18
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The Big Hitters

NM’s Madhav Daga, 5th in
World Jump Rope
Championship

Mithibai’s International
Level Badminton Star Karishma Wadkar

Madhav Daga in Action

Karishma Wadkar in Action

World Jump Rope is an international sports fed-

Karishma Wadkar represented India at the

rope. Madhav Daga of NM College secured the

Poland, Belgium and Czech, Prague. She also

eration dedicated to spreading the sport of jump

5th position at the International Jump Rope

Championship, held at Portugal.

Senior European Badminton Championship in

won the Girls Singles and Team Championship

at the All India Badminton (AAI) Tournament.

Chirag Shetty - Winner of Mauritius Open
International Series

Chirag Shetty of NM College acquired the first position in the Men’s Doubles event at the All India
Senior ranking Badminton Tournament held at

Pune from 1st to 6th August, 2016. He started the
year at World No. 450 and by the month of July

was World No. 160 in the latest BWF Rankings. He

was part of Indian Badminton team at the

Thomas and Uber Cup held in China and also won
the Mauritius Open International Series.

Chirag Shetty in Action

19
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CNMS Students Pack a Kung-Fu Kick

Jairaj Borkar

Tanish Singhal

The students of CNMS have made quite a mark at the First Open Kung-Fu All Martial Art State

Level Championship. Master Jairaj Borkar grabbed a Gold Medal whilst Master Tanish Singhal se-

cured the third position. CNMS is proud of both its students.

Abhiraj Singh ‘Shoots’ to
Success

Dhruv Banatwala Wins
at Artistic Gymnastics

Abhiraj Singh Receiving his Medals

Dhruv Banatwala

Abhiraj Singh from Mithibai College won 2 Silver

Dhruv J Banatwala of CNMS won 1 Gold, 1 Silver and

Madhya Pradesh. He also holds a 7th rank concluded

rashtra Region Inter-School (I.C.S.E) Meet. Artistic

Medals at the State Level Shooting Championship of

2 Bronze Medals in Artistic Gymnastics at the Maha-

out of the Mumbai University Shooting Tournament.

gymnastics is a discipline of gymnastics in which ath-

immensely proud of him.

mately 30 to 90 seconds on diﬀerent apparatus.

SVKM wishes Abhiraj a bright future and are
20

letes perform short routines ranging from approxi-
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U-18 Football Team of CNMS Stands 2nd in the State

CNMS’ U-18 Boy’s Football Team

The U-18 Football Team of CNMS has secured second position in the Association of ICSE Schools of

Maharashtra (AISM) inter-school tournament. The school couldn’t have been more proud of its boys!

Pushti Manek Wins Silver in Chess Boxing and
Wushu

Pushti Manek of Mithibai has countless laurels
to her name. She has won a Silver Medal in

both Wushu as well as Chess Boxing at the

State Leve Competition held at Vardha

District. Wushu is both an exhibition and a

full-contact sport derived from traditional

Chinese martial arts. Chess Boxing on the

other hand, is a hybrid fighting sport that

combines two traditional sports, chess and

boxing. The competitors fight in alternating
rounds

of

chess

and

boxing.

SVKM

congratulates Pushti Manek on her wins in

both the sports and hopes that she goes a long
way in her career!

Pushti Manek

21
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Looking Ahead

All SVKM Buildings in Mumbai to be Elevated to 10
Floors

Artist’s Impression of New NM and Mithibai Buildings

There is no denying the fact that Mumbai is hard pressed for space and the prices of land and

property are shooting beyond the skies. The problem would be a real obstacle to development if

not for the sharp wit of the members of SVKM. In order to combat the difficulty, SVKM plans to
raise all its buildings to 10 floors. The much talked about NMIMS campus is already in place and

NM College is next in line. The buildings of SBMP, DJSCE, MPSTME, JV Parekh etc. have already

been elevated to 10 floors. Work is in progress for NM College and Jashodha Rang Mandir. The

buildings will be demolished to make way for new ones encompassing 10 floors. Indeed, this is a
wonderful plan considering the current day scenario of the Real Estate market in Mumbai

22
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Renovation Work in Progress at SBMP

SBMP Old Building

Work in Full Swing at the SBMP New Building

In-keeping with the plans of elevating the buildings to 10 ﬂoors and refurbishing them, work is on in full swing
at SBMP too. The building is now nearly complete and is equipped with better infrastructure and amenities.

In comparison to the old building, the new building deﬁnitely looks grand and beautiful. For SVKM, this means
moving a step closer to international standards of education.

SVKM to Add IB, IGCSE Schools in the Goklibai
Complex

Artist’s Impression of the New School Buildings

As of now, the schools of SVKM at Mumbai as well as Shirpur are in good form academically as well as in case

of extra-curricular activities. However, SVKM has always been one with an eye for the future. The trust plans

to renovate the complex currently consisting of Goklibai, CNMS and JV Parekh to a 10 ﬂoor building which

will run 2 more schools of IB and IGCSE boards respectively. The complex will then have 5 schools in total,

each of a diﬀerent board. This will be another new yardstick placed in the education industry by the mandal
and is deﬁnitely something to eagerly look forward to.

23
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SVKM Dreams of a Full-Fledged Sports University

SVKM is proud to present

Yuva Hashtag which is taking
place between the 18th and

21st of January, 2017. This is
a festival that celebrates both

sports and culture, consisting
of thirty nine institutions of
SVKM

which

include

Mithibai

College,

Narsee

renowned colleges such as

Monjee College, DJ Sanghvi

among many others with students participating from all

over the nation. The name

‘Yuva’

stands

for

Youth’s

United Vibrant Action, which

defines the essence of youth’s spirit and has a distinctive purpose for everyone. Our motto is to

host competent individuals and to acknowledge brilliance and capability. The events that have

been held so far are Contingent Leader’s Meet, Blood Donation Camp and Red Ribbon Aids Awareness Run. The SVKM team eagerly looks forward to the main event.

SVKM Dreams of a Full-Fledged Sports University

Representative picture of a Sports University

President Shri Amrishbhai Patel aims to build a sports university, preferably in Shirpur. This university will have

facilities for each and every sport such as badminton, lawn tennis, cricket, football, basketball etc. The purpose
of this university will be to promote and encourage a sports culture in India. Hopefully, the plans to build the

university shall be in action soon.
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Off-Beat!

The Not so Conventional Staﬀ of SVKM!

SVKM has never been conventional and its staff is no different. Apart from changing the lives of

the students at our institutes, these faculties don’t shy away from making a mark outside the

boundaries of their jobs. The mandal highly values their contribution to the society.

Shilpa Sawant

She, along with her team of students generated an

amount of 15 Lakhs for poor farmers through digital
media in the Google Online Marketing Challenge.

She not only won at the Google Online Marketing
Challenge but has also been honoured with the

Chamber of Marathwada Industries Award (CMIA)
for her efforts.

Shilpa Sawant, MPSTME Faculty

Mayur Vyas

He is the voice of Rajnikant in Hindi for

movies like Linga, Sivaji, Robot and Kabali.

He is also the voice of countless Hollywood

actors including the likes of Vin Diesel, Brad
Pitt, Tom Cruise and Robert Downey Jr in

movies such as Ocean’s 13, Evil’s Eye, Sherlock Holmes and many more.
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Mayur Vyas, UPGCM Faculty
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Down the Memory Lane

SVKM, Gokalibai and the Freedom Movement
(1940 -1950)

While the foundation stone of Rashtriya Shala was laid by Kasturba Gandhi, the opening ceremony

of Goklibai Punamchand Pitamber High School was led by the first Chief Minister of Bombay, Shri

Balasaheb Kher. It will delight you to know that renowned Gujarati poet Shri Umashankar Joshi

was a teacher at Goklibai during this time. Shri Umashankar Joshi is one of the foremost Gujarati

writers and poets.

Shri Balasaheb Kher

Shri Umashankar Joshi

India as a country was going through a crisis at this time. While the Indian Army fought for the

British in World War II, the residents partook in the Quit India Movement. Gokalibai High School

responded by granting a war allowance to its helpers such as watchmen, bhangi, peons etc. so

that they could survive the burden of such difficult times.

Quit India Rally-1942
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It was also during this time that Jawaharlal Nehru was arrested and students across the country

responded by calling a protest march. Mahatma Gandhi advised them against the strike and asked
them to concentrate on academics. The students of Gokalibai were very much a part of this strike.

A Newspaper Clipping Elaborating Gandhiji’s Advice

Translation of the Newspaper Clip - Gandhiji advised the students to stop the strike and go back to school. He offered to represent them if need be. He said that the students should concentrate on their studies and not be ignorant of them no matter the
circumstances.

However, riots broke out in the country after Gandhiji was arrested. By this time, the entire country had completely shut down. Thus, the schools were no longer functioning. Gokalibai also issued

a notice stating that the school will remain shut owing to the tense situation. Sadly, some property
of the school was affected in the stone pelting, shooting etc. that took place during the riots.

The Jail Stay of Mahatma Gandhi that Resulted into the Riots
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Past Presidents of SVKM
The Second President!
Shri Shiv Jibhai Dharamshi Shethia

Shri Shiv Jibhai Dharamshi Shethia served SVKM as the president from 1937 to 1939. He presided

over the day to day running of the school and other important matters pertaining to the school.

He ensured that the school functioned efficiently. He joined hands with the school principal to

ensure that the school did well. Shri Jinabhai Desai was also given a farewell under the presidency

of Shri Shivjibhai Dharamshi Shethia It was during his tenure that the energies of the entire Mandal were concentrated on the construction of the new building at Dadabhai Road. Taking over

from Shri Bhagwandas Girijashankar Bhatt, Sri Shiv Jibhai Dharamsi Shethia has played a substantial role in SVKM’s path to success. He will always be remembered with a sense of fondness by
the members of the mandal.
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SVKM’s 82nd AGM was Held on 25th September, 2016

Office bearers of SVKM: L to R – Joint Secretary Mr Shalin S Divatia, Joint Secretary Dr Jayant P Gandhi, Hon. Secretary Mr
Sunandan Divatia, Hon. Joint President Mr Bhupesh Patel, Hon. President Mr Amrish Patel, Hon. Treasurer Mr Utpal H Bhayani,
Joint Treasurer Mr Harshad H Shah, Joint Treasurer Mr Harit H Chitalia

SVKM’s AGM, held on the 25th of September, 2016 was addressed by Sri Amrish R Patel, Honorary
President of the Mandal. He shared important milestones with the attendees and discussed plans

for a bright and successful future. While several institutes of the mandal have already set a bench-

mark in the academic field, SVKM plans to leave its imprint upon India by building schools, col-

leges, universities and institutes across the country. All the institutes will be built in such a manner

that they are accessible in an hour or two by flight. Institutes have been built at Bengaluru, Hy-

derabad, and Chandigarh etc. in-keeping with the same thought. There are plans to develop institutes on the Mumbai-Shirpur route as well. Institutes have already been developed at Dhule

and further strategies are in progress for Nashik and other locations. The president also passion-

ately dreams of building a sports university in the near future. With a total revenue and capital

expenditure of 186 Crores in 2016, SVKM definitely has a lot to look forward to.
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Mukesh R. Patel CBSE School – Shirpur

Mukesh R Patel CBSE School is one of the most reputed
residential schools in Shirpur. The School has been throbbing
with students and teachers ever since its inception. It was
started with the intent of spreading wings further in the
education industry. The school runs pre-primary, primary as well
as secondary sections. The teachers are well trained and follow
the model of empathy based learning wherein they assume the
role of a mentor rather than a teacher. SVKM is absolutely sure
of the growth and prosperity of the school in the near future.

